InformationTechnologyCenter, CarnegieMellonUnioersity, 4910ForbesAoenue,Pittsburgh,PA 15213,USA The ISO standard, Office Document Architecspecifying multiple column layout or specifying ture (ODA), defines a machine and system indethe position of page headers. The leaves of the tree pendent way to represent and exchange strucblocks and are used for positioning content. tured, multimedia information. It was created in Detailed information about a document is response to the growing need for heterogeneous placed into attributes that are attached to the systems to exchange documents containing multidocument's objects. For example, the attribute font text, graphics of various kinds and sophisti-"indivisible" with the value "object type page" cared layout. The standard provides ways to go can be placed on a composite logical object and beyond text and graphics, and to expand the availmeans that the entire subtree should be formatted able media to accomodate audio, video and other on the same page. header, footer and column texts would be foriiiiiiii/i_/ii graphics, matted at particular places, ready to be printed.
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The logical structure of a document in ODA is ODA uses a binary encoding of a document for ::-:-::-::/-:.:.:-:-::/-represented by the specific logical structure, which storage in a file or transmission over a network. ii:i)))i:))ii!::))il-)i) :
The layout structure of a document in ODA is flourish. ODA is being adopted in a variety of !:L::_ .:: : : : : .:.::.::::
represented by the specific layout structure, which other standards to meet an enlarging set of needs.
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is also a tree. The internal nodes of the tree can be
In addition to its standing as a member of the OSI ":::: 
